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Event Report 
 

“The art of writing is the most miraculous of all the things man has devised.”. 
 

Handwriting is an essential skill for children. Practicing handwriting is an incredibly 
important exercise for children, enabling them to develop fine motor skills and 
confidence. It activates the brain and contributes to reading fluency. Keeping this in 
mind G D Goenka Public School Sarita Vihar, Primary Wing conducted “Penmanship- 
English Handwriting Intraclass Competition’’ on 17th January ,2022 for the students of 
classes Nursery - II in their respective online classes. 
 
The students of class Nursery displayed their handwriting skills by writing letters in 

four lines neatly and with the correct formation. The kindergarteners also showcased 

their handwriting talent by writing small sentences in their practice notebooks with 

proper formation and presentation. The students of classes I & II transcribed a story 

shared on the presentation screen neatly in their English notebook. The motive 

behind this competition was to make the little Goenkans to write neatly and present 

the content in proper manner.  

The students participated in the competition with a lot of zeal and excitement. They 

meticulously presented their work in the best of their handwriting. An overwhelming 

majority of students put in all their might to perfect their writing and be on the 

winners list. The closely contested competition presented a challenging task for the 

teachers to judge the winners. The handwriting was judged based on neatness, 

formation, space and clarity. Top three handwriting outputs were selected from each 

grade to declare the winners who were presented with an E Certificate for the same. 

It was a pleasant sight to watch the tiny hands working with their pencils and erasers 

to form each letter as beautifully as they could. 

 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


